ICKHAM & WELL PARISH COUNCIL
Annual General Meeting 22nd May 2017 at 7.30 pm

Minutes of meeting
Present: Councillors J deGraft-Johnson (Chair), S Hipkin, P Hodges; K Richards,
L Shouls, K Tatman, G Wyant; P Heath (clerk)
Councillors Michael Northey (KCC) and Stuart Walker (Canterbury CC)
Public:

15 members of the public present.

2017/035:
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held on 16th May 2016
The minutes were agreed as a true record and there were no matters arising.

2017/036

Review of accounts 2016/17

036/01: Councillor Hipkin reported that the balance at the end of the financial
year was just over £10,700 of which £2,800 was ring fenced for CCF projects,
such as the maintenance of the trees under TPOs which, it was estimated,
would cost £3,600 every three years to maintain.
036/02: The balance after deduction of the restricted funds approximately
covered one year’s expenditure.
036/03: With income from KCC and Canterbury continuing to decline, it was
challenging looking forward. The precept for 2017/18 had been increased by a
significant amount but is still in the lower half of the levies of parishes in the
area.
036/04: Councillor Hipkin ended by stressing the need to think strategically of
ways to raise income – a matter for debate later in this session.
036/05: A member of the public raised the issue of the trees protected under
TPOs which cost a substantial portion of the parish council’s income to
maintain. The TPOs had been applied on the sycamores at the behest of two
individuals, against the more general wish to have them removed and replaced
by other trees, such as oaks. At the time, the individuals had promised to raise
money for their upkeep but none had been forthcoming, despite requests. The
council wished to minute their concern that these pledges had not been upheld.
036/06: It was proposed that Canterbury CC be approached to assess whether
the TPOs could be withdrawn as no pledged funding had been forthcoming. A
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plan to replace the sycamores with another type of trees, for example, oaks,
was suggested although the cost of doing so could be high.
036/07: As an annual amount of £1.2k had to be set aside from the total
income of around £7k to meet the costs of the crowning required every three
years, it was suggested that Canterbury CC could be asked to contribute if they
rejected the application to fell the sycamores.
2017/037
Chairman’s report
Councillor deGraft-Johnson welcomed the members of the public who had attended
and stated how their views and opinions would be appreciated at any council meeting.
He also thanked the speakers from the various local organisations and his fellow
councillors for all their hard work. (Appendix 1)

2017/038

Presentation by City Councillor Stuart Walker

038/01: Councillor Walker gave a speech thanking everyone for their support
and detailing the projects and challenges, including financial constraints, faced
by the Council. (Appendix 2)
038/02: Councillor Walker also mentioned that discussions about the possible
merger of 5 East Kent constituencies had had to be stopped but that there
might be talks this next year about potentially merging some services.
038/03: He praised the work done to try to stop fly tipping. A member of the
public stated that it would help if there were to be a relaxation of the rules
about size of vehicles allowed at council rubbish tips and Michael Northey
agreed to address this issue. Councillor Walker was also asked to investigate
various queries re litter picking, the answers to which are appended to the end
of this report.
038/04: Another member of the public voiced their concern about the number
of shops closing in Burgate and Councillor Walker responded that the Council
would be trying to help regeneration as it was important to maintain a vibrant
city.

2017/039:

Presentation by Kent County Councillor Michael Northey

039/01: Councillor Northey talked about his recent re-election and the fact that
he was now the City councillor for 15 instead of 10 parishes. He mentioned
traffic issues, particularly the A257, and spoke of budgetary cut backs, the
‘Pothole Blitz’, which was underway, and the problems of fly tipping and talks
taking place about possible changes to waste recycling centres. (Appendix 3)
039/02: A member of the public queried that, whereas the number of parishes
that Councillor Northey looked after had gone up by 5, his budget had only
increased by £2k. Councillor Northey explained that the boundary changes
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were designed to make a more equal distribution of constituents and that he
had, in fact, a fewer number of people than previously.
039/03: Another member of the public raised the problem of the huge numbers
of lorries passing through Kent and the disruption caused, including lorries
taking up most available space in laybys and causing potholes etc. He asked
whether central government gave any allowance and was told by Councillor
Northey that the £10 tariff imposed on lorries was kept by the Treasury,
despite a request from KCC that it be passed on. He also mentioned that, under
George Osborne, £240m had been set aside to create a lorry park at Sandwich
and that a decision on whether to proceed with this would be taken in the
summer, which, if approved, would mean that the facility would be available
the following year with other, smaller parks elsewhere. When such parks were
in place, KCC would seek power to levy fines on lorries parked in laybys,
although this had currently been refused as had their application for funding
for Operation Stack, as another member of the public mentioned.
039/04: The problem of litter was then discussed, both alongside the A2 and in
the subways in Canterbury and the bad impression that this caused to visitors.
The A2 gets cleaned every six months, (last time was March), and there are
usually huge amounts of rubbish in the bins as well on the roadside.
Councillor Walker mentioned the burden on taxation of the litter collection.
039/05: Councillor Hipkin raised the problem of potholes including the huge
ones in the access roads to the A2. He was told that potholes on motorways
were the responsibility of Highways England, not KCC, and that they had a
budget of £120k per kilometre to maintain the highways, (as opposed to the
£7k per kilometre which KCC received). The potholes can only be
permanently repaired from April onwards although temporary repairs will be
made at other times, generally within 14 days of the pothole being reported,
although those considered dangerous will be repaired on the same day.

2017/040:

Reports from local organisations

040/01: Wickhambreaux School
Mrs Dwyer spoke about the cutbacks that the school was now facing as
well as the outstanding results that it had achieved in the previous year.
She also mentioned the residential trip to Devon, which was supported
by contributions from the 4VPO, and the benefits it gave to
participants. She reported that staff and parents had voted for Love,
Trust and Community to become the three values associated with the
school. and spoke about the choir’s participation in a Service in
Canterbury Cathedral. For the future, she assured parishioners that the
school was working hard to ensure that cuts had the least impact
possible on teaching and thanked the Ickham community for their
strong support and looked forward to a close relationship in the future.
(Appendix 4)

040/02: Bramling Charity Fund
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Councillor Tatman spoke about the incredible amount of £9,030 that
had been raised over the last year and which had been primarily
donated to the Pilgrims Hospices, together with £500 given to the Kent
Air Ambulance, and which made a total of over £60k that had been
raised since 2003. He thanked all who had helped, especially the three
ladies, including his wife, Jo, who had raised plants through the winter
and made jam in the summer to sell. (Appendix 5)
040/03: Scottish Country Dancing
Mr Baly reported that £450 had been raised last year from the actual
lessons and the Burns’ Night supper of which £300 had been given to
the Ickham Church Project and £150 to the Church Hall. There had
also been a Scottish Dancing Competition which had raised £1,000 of
which £700 had been donated to Pilgrims Hospices and £300 to Blind
Veterans’ Charity. (part Appendix 6).
040/04: In Vino Veritas
Mr Baly then reported on the activities of the Village Wine Club
which had met periodically at The Duke for wine tasting and had had
trips to Seville and to Florence. He also stated that he was going to
retire as Chair and the Club were looking for a successor for 2018.
(part Appendix 6)
040/05: Ickham Village Hall
Councillor Hodges, who had accepted the role of booking clerk for the
hall, spoke of the changes in the committee with Crispin Easter being
replaced as Treasurer by Clara Heath and Pat Heath leaving the
committee. She also mentioned that they were in the process of moving
the bank account to Handelsbanken to allow online access and that
there was approximately £9k in the account, not including the grant
from Canterbury. She mentioned the regular classes held there but
spoke of the need to market the hall as a social asset. Grants from the
Four Villages Post Office charity had contributed towards the cost of
kitchen improvements, including a commercial dishwasher about to be
installed but work needed to be done on the sheds so that items could
be stored in them, clearing the seating area for improvement, as well
lighting and maybe heating changed in the hall itself. The audio-visual
equipment also needed updating. She encouraged more parishioners to
attend the meetings, maybe join the committee which needed more
members, and help promote the hall for use both within and outside the
community. Councillor deGraft-Johnson, who chairs the committee,
expressed his wish to stand down and another Chair to be appointed.
040/06: Ickham Church Report
Councillor Wyant delivered the report (Appendix 7) and spoke about
how visiting clergy had held services since the Reverend Chris had
retired last summer but that an advertisement had now been sent out
for a priest for the Littlebourne Benefice. The PCC had raised
sufficient funds to begin Phase 1 of the Welcome Project and that it
was hoped that the increased facilities would encourage further use by
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Wickhambreaux School. She thanked the parishioners for their support
in raising funds and maintaining the church.
040/07: Friends of Ickham
Mrs deGraft-Johnson presented the report, (Appendix 8), and said that it had
been a quiet year and that they needed more people to join and to help raise
funds for the parish. Last year, FOI had purchased a new noticeboard, donated
money towards the cost of the Christmas tree on the green and bought crackers
and sweets for the Seniors’ Christmas lunch. They had also ring-fenced money
to help bring a water supply into the church as part of the project just starting.

Councillor deGraft-Johnson thanked all the speakers.

2017/041
PUBLIC COMMENTS / AOB
There were no public comments other than those already recorded.

2017/042:

POSSIBLE CAPITAL PROJECTS

042/01: The necessity of community commitment and involvement in
deciding and delivering community projects was mentioned.
042/02: Previously, the major part of capital expenditure had been in the
village itself although a possible future project that had been discussed was to
erect bus shelter (s) at Bramling.
042/03: The ongoing issue of parking within the village needed to be
addressed and it was important to have input from parishioners on possible or
partial solutions.
042/04: The trees under TPOs was also a strategic issue to consider.
042/05: The parish had, in the past, funded the cost of grass cutting in the
churchyard but could not continue to do so after this year as it was no longer
funded by the CCF. It was suggested that the public be asked for ideas and
support.
042/06: Councillor deGraft-Johnson mentioned the Parish Plan, which had
been created by the council when chaired by Brennan Dwyer, and which had
delivered on all its projects such as the Seniors’ lunches and film club. Mr
Dwyer then suggested that a questionnaire should be offered to all
parishioners and a new Plan devised. Members of the public concurred and
mentioned the need to go from door to door in person with the questionnaire to
obtain responses because, as Councillor Richards pointed out, the recent letter
re Ramp funding got a.1% response.
042/07: It was decided that Councillor Hipkin should head a committee
(separate to the Parish Council) to create a new Parish Plan. Councillor
Richards and Mr Dwyer agreed to be part of that committee. The committee’s
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recommendations would then be presented to the Parish Council for discussion
and approval and priorities agreed.
042/08: It was mentioned that there was a 70-80% response to questionnaires
for the first Parish Plan but that had only been achieved by persistent calling
on each property in the parish.
042/09: Councillor Hipkin stated that 15% of the parish population lived in
Bramling and that a project, such as the bus shelters, should be part of the
suggested list, which would also probably include solution / part solutions to
the traffic and parking issues. Mr Dwyer asked if anyone from Bramling
would be willing to sit on the committee.

There being no other business, the meeting ended at 9.35 pm.
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Appendix 2 _ Stuart Walker
Let me start by thanking you for all of your support over the past year. It has been another
year full of hard work and achievements some of which are listed below. If you would like any
more detail on any of them please get in touch.
In our ward, it has been another year of helping with planning applications, dealing with waste
issues including fly tipping and other local issues. All of which I have been able to draw on
some fantastic support from The Parish Council and I thank you for that.
Across the District there's also been a lot to do. Passed another balanced budget. It gets
harder every year but this year we will be able to continue to deliver the services that you
expect even with the cut to funding from central government. The Local Plan. We seem to be
finally at the end of a very long road and should soon be able to adopt a complex Local Plan
having included most of the comments from our highly-engaged residents Enforcement. It’s
taken longer than we would have liked but now all the pieces of our enforcement strategy are
coming together. The residents have asked for a more hard-nosed approach and that is what
we will deliver this year. We are already getting recognition for the hard work that’s going on
with fly-tipping. Litter. The joint working between the Council and residents on litter-picks is
a massive success story and one we should all be very proud of. Parking. We had a very
successful trial of the ANPR system and the procurement for a whole-district system is now
underway. The preparations for the Station Road West multi-storey are going well, including
the temporary car park. IT. Somewhat under the radar, the whole council staff are about to
switch over to Google email and applications. Not only does this save a large amount of
money, it allows more flexible working. Culture. A major shift in how we deliver cultural
services in the district. Firstly, deciding to work on putting the Marlowe into a trust. Secondly
the concept of repurposing the Heritage Museum as the Marlowe Lab and a cultural centre
for community arts. Both will be key drivers of the cultural economy. This isn’t just simply
selling tickets, but should be a real source of job creation in the next few years. Whitefriars .
The largest property purchase that we’ve ever made went through at a pace that a
commercial organisation would have been proud of, with full scrutiny. Higher education
review. A huge piece of work. It could have been a source of division between the various
parts of our community, but instead it was a thorough and balanced report which got real buyin from everyone. Devolution and governance. Reviewing all the ins and outs of the potential
East Kent merger took a huge amount of time as such a serious decision warrants.
And this isn’t the half of it. Whether it’s been work done in the planning and
licensing committees; looking after the day to day business through the service committees;
or dealing with all our residents’ queries and problems.
The coming year brings its own challenges - and opportunities as well. We should start to
finish some of the projects that we’ve started.
Regeneration. The work in Herne Bay and at Kingsmead Field should get underway.
Enforcement. Delivering on what we know our residents want - through every channel at our
disposal especially with regard to fly tipping.
Parking. We should be able to roll out ANPR across the district when the procurement is
finished.
Property strategy. We need to start making even better use of our property portfolio as well as
the new property company - both to further our regeneration plans and increase revenue.
Budget. It doesn’t get any easier and we need to start laying the groundwork for dealing with
any potential coming cuts in our government funding.
Finally - the future of our district. Any future decisions that we make will have a
significant effect on the services that residents receive. No-one will ever be able to say we’ve
taken this responsibility lightly. The future for local government is as uncertain as I’ve ever
known - but I know we’ll rise to all the challenges that will come in the next year; and your
support will be what keeps us delivering for our residents.
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Appendix 3
Ickham and Well Annual Parish Meeting Monday 22 May 2017
It's nice to be back after a very demanding election. The boundaries have changed, so
I've now gone up from ten parishes to 15.
You have an amazing parish council. One look at the minutes will show how much
they all do – so ably led by John and supported by Pat. Well done to everyone.
We are very conscious of traffic issues in the parish. This year I found £5,000 from
my Member's Combined Fund to restore to working order the interactive sign at
Bramling. It still triggers at too high a speed. I attend the A257 group and we are
aiming for lower speed limits along that stretch, so Highways can then set the trigger
at a lower speed. As Kim regularly reports, there is still much work to be done along
the A257.
Finance continues to be a big issue at KCC. The good news is the Member's
Combined Fund, the fund to help local projects, has gone up.
Four years ago, I had £45,000 annually in various grants available for local schemes,
highways and community. For 2015/16, it went down to £25,000 and for 2016/2017,
it was only £20,000. However, for 2017/18 it will be £22,000.
The annual KCC budget set on 9 February has a revenue budget of £907 million,
down £200 million from six years ago. However, a vast array of services is being
maintained. The government gave KCC an extra £26 million for social care services
for this year and there will be another £26 million next year. KCC spends around 40%
of its budget on adult social services, around £364 million. The population continues
to age with rising demand for services.
The Pothole Blitz began a month or two ago as the weather improved. Around £2.5
million is earmarked for the crews to go out, 'find and fix' potholes and the aim is to
do a great deal by the end of May. Please continue to report any problems in the usual
way on the website.
KCC is also acutely aware of the problems of fly tipping. KCC is beginning a
complete review of the waste recycling centres to see if they are in the right places,
and to see whether there could be safe pedestrian access to leave things for re-use.
The whole policy of commercial waste is being reviewed. KCC and the Environment
Agency will continue to prosecute vigorously where people are caught fly tipping.
In all KCC continues with a vast array of services as can be seen by a look at the
website. It is in good heart and continues to serve all the people of Kent to the best of
its ability.

Michael Northey
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Appendix 5
The Bramling Charity Fund raises money for nominated charities, principally
the Pilgrims Hospices, by organising enjoyable events for folk who live in
Bramling and the surrounding villages. To that end, in 2016, we held the
following events – some familiar and some new.
• A quiz night
• The annual paper plane throwing contest,
• 2 race nights.
• A produce sale, and harvest competitions launch, in May, followed by
the actual harvest show in August. A special thanks go to Wingham
Country Market who kindly raised and donated the completion pepper
plants.
• The annual Party in the Garden at the Haywain
• Later in the year, Elvis made an appearance at the Haywain for a
charitable concert
• 2 charity cricket matches.
• A ladies sponsored village to village walk (pub to pub)
• The Bruderhof community displayed their national competition winning
pumpkin weighing in at 1,245lb and we held a guess the number of
seeds competition which we also subsequently sold.
• No money involved but three ladies from Bramling and Preston heard
of the plight of Syrian refugees struggling through the harsh winter in
Greece so the ladies knitted and sent 104 woollen hats for new born
babies and toddlers.
• My good lady wife Jo provides jam, preserves and chutneys for sale in
the Haywain all year round but Mel Entwhistle also held three sales of
Jo’s jams in various village Christmas fairs in Wingham and Preston
• In December of course we held the annual pantomime which this year
was Who’s afraid of the big bad wolf?
• As well as jams in the Haywain there are also books and DVD’s
available throughout the year and plants and produce outside the pub
during spring, summer and autumn.
Our charity donations in 2016 were made to:
Kent Air Ambulance
The Pilgrims Hospices in East Kent

£ 500
£8,530

This £9,030 represented a record total raised in any one year, a record yearly
donation to the Pilgrims Hospices, and brings the total amount raised for
charities since fund raising began in 2003, to over £60,000. Thanks go to
everyone who organised or supported any of these events – especially the
two or three ladies, my wife Jo included, who spend the whole of the winter
and early spring, nurturing the plants for sale, before moving on the new
season jam making. Please look out for future events in the parish circulations
and in the Canterbury Gazette.
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Appendix 6
SCOTTISH COUNTRY DANCING
Scottish Country Dancing takes place in the Village Hall over the winter period from
mid October to January and culminating in a social event, this time a Burn’s Night
Supper. On average at least 18-20 dancers attend each session. This winter we
had 8 sessions and together with the Burn’s Night Supper we were able to contribute
£300 to The Ickham Church Project and £150 to the Village Hall.
In addition, we held a Strictly Come Scottish Country Dancing Competition in
February that was extremely well attended and raised £1,000, with £700 going to
Pilgrims Hospice £300 to the Blind Veterans Charity. The evening seemed to be
thoroughly enjoyed by the dancers, the judges and the audience.
New members are always welcome. There is a small fee to cover costs and to
support our chosen charities. Details of next winter’s programme will issue on the
Village Web Site in September.
Finally, I would like formally to thank and acknowledge the help given by Pat Jones,
who is retiring from the dancing, and equally to thank Alan Jones and Elli Baly for all
the support they have given throughout the years we have been doing this.

IN VINO VERITAS
The Village Wine Club meets periodically in the Duke William and each year we try to
organise a wine tour to somewhere of interest. Over the past year, tours took place
to Seville in June and to Florence in October attended by 18 and 12 members
respectively. Both were deemed a success judging by the fact that 41 people have
signed up for the next tour to France in December.
The 3 wine tasting sessions held in the Duke this year covered French, Spanish and
Italian wines. All 3 sessions were very well attended. In a way, the Wine Club is
proving too popular in that we have outgrown the capacity of the room the Duke
William kindly allows us to have for our meetings. In future we may have to turn
down some who wish to attend, which we have avoided doing so far but it may come
to this.
Finally, I think it is time for me to hand over the Chair of the Wine Club. So I will be
looking forward to finding a successor to take this forward in 2018.

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXHIBITION AND COMPETITION
I would like to draw attention to the planned Ickham and Wickhambreaux
Photographic Exhibition and Competition planned to take place in Early October.
Details have been published and flyers will be circulated shortly. The aim is to try to
raise some money for charity as well as perhaps to produce a 2018 Calendar.
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Appendix 7
Church Report for Annual Parish Council Meeting 2017

As many of you know the Littlebourne Benefice has been without a
priest since last July. The Advert for a new priest has gone into the
Church times this week together with links to the profile of the four
parishes and the job description for the person we are seeking and
we hope for a new priest before the Autumn. During the Vacancy the
monthly pattern of services has been maintained with the help of
visiting clergy. Hendrik Viljoen is our organist and we regularly have
a small choir in attendance at services. We celebrated 2 weddings last
year and conducted 2 baptisms. There were 2 funeral services and
most recently a wonderful memorial service was held for John Bird
who we all miss very much.
The PCC has raised enough funds to start the Welcome Project and
Phase 1 is due to commence by the end of June and is expected to be
completed by the End of October; providing a mains water supply
into the Church, and drainage out, enabling toilet and refreshment
facilities and making this building more useful for community events,
too large for the village hall. We welcome interaction with
Wickhambreaux Church of England School and hope that the
provision of the facilities will encourage more use of this building for
their events. Funds will need to be raised for Phase 2 of the project
which will provide permanent level disabled access through the West
door and it is hoped that together with necessary fabric repairs this
will attract grants from organisations that were not approached for
phase 1
Fundraising events within the village for the project contributed in
no small way to the total raised so far for the project, these being
over and above the annual fund raising events such as the Autumn
Market and Goodies on the Green. The PCC is so grateful for the
help given at these events which supplement the financial giving by
Church members and without which we would not be able to meet
the running costs of the building.
Liz Preston oversees cleaning and liaises with Gill Barrett about
flower arranging. Without the people involved in these activities our
Church would not be such a pleasant place to visit and comments in
the visitor’s book often give thanks for the Church being open and so
well cared for. The Church is opened every day from 9am and thanks
are due to Theresa Lee who has recently taken over the task from
Alan Jones. We are grateful to Alan for the many years he did this...
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Automatic opening will be adopted before the winter but a simple
rota for checking closure will be needed as visitors often leave the
door partially open.
The grass mowing is carried out by Gary Bradford. The Burial
ground has been extended into the area previously known as
Rosemary Batchelor’s “Paradise place” to the North of the main
Church yard. Many thanks to Geoff Preston and Tom Page who
helped to prepare and level some of the area ready for reseeding. The
rest of the area will be cleared and reseeded, as time permits, while
retaining any trees and shrubs to eventually produce an area that can
be mowed giving a tranquil place with a beautiful view where seats
might be situated to allow visitors to the graveyard an area for
remembrance and reflection. In the long term, it will be needed for
burials as it is consecrated ground for this purpose.
The PCC consists of me as Church Warden, Liz Preston as secretary
and Phil Stanley as Treasurer together with three other members.
The support given to me by the PCC, the Church members and the
many village people, who help in so many ways, has been
outstanding; however, the years march on and next April I will retire
as Church Warden. Arrangements for management of the Churches
may change as the four parishes are drawn closer together when we
have a new priest but this beautiful ancient building at the heart of
our community must continue to be maintained as part of the iconic
setting and environment which we value in our village.
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Questions raised at the AGM on 22nd May 2017 re litter / litter picking on the A2 –
with answers obtained by Stuart Walker (Canterbury CC)

1. How much does it cost to cone off the lanes? Would local residents be prepared
to help fund it?
We don't have a specific cost for putting cones out. The total cost of an A2 litter pick
undertaken by Serco is approximately £14,000. We have two picks a year built into
the contract. Any further litter picks would require additional funding.
For information, we have just agreed with KCC that we will be allowed to take
advantage of any Highways maintenance work planned in the future and allow Serco
in at the same time to pick litter.

2. When do the two annual litter picks happen? It is so bad now that it must happen
(in my opinion) before the spring growth starts and it all gets hidden. And then I
think the next pick must happen in mid-winter – to pick off all the summer stuff
which has hidden in the shrubs.
There are two litter picks which happen in March and October. The March litter pick
has recently been undertaken.

3. I see that there are new rubbish bins at each lay-by. When the SERCO staff go to
empty them do they also litter pick the immediate environment of the lay-by or
does this also need to be coned off?
Yes, they also litter pick.

4. The litter bins seem almost to legitimise the leaving of litter by those who stop
over - does CCC think the experiment is working? How much did it cost to put all
those bins in and how much does it cost to send someone each week
(presumably) to collect them? Should it be a daily collection with the extra litter
pick around the lay-by which I have suggested above?
The costs of the bins including installation was £16,000. Collection costs are
incorporated into the Serco contract. Our view is that their installation has had a
positive impact.

5. Will the new enforcement officers be able to act on litter in the lay-bys?
We can enforce and conduct routine patrolling to try and catch offenders, though in
reality it is difficult to catch them in the act.
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